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	TrackWise DigitalEnabling a digital quality ecosystem to deliver the promise of proactive quality



	QualityWise.aiThe world’s first AI-enabled platform designed to augment quality management decision-making



	TrackWiseEnd-to-end solution for enterprise quality management



	Honeywell Product Quality Review (HPQR)Modernize the Annual Product Quality Review (APQR) process



	Honeywell Life Sciences Applications SuiteA library of business applications, each designed to meet a specific life sciences use case
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				Cultivate a Culture of Quality: 3 Steps to Getting Started

				Cultivating a quality culture is critical for any organization's long-term success, regardless of industry or size.  

			
		
	
			
				REFERENCE

				Effective Implementation of a Quality Management System (QMS): Streamlining Processes and Maximizing Success

				This article will address common implementation challenges, particularly with regard to quality management software and provide insights on how to implement a QMS effectively.

			
		
	
			
				CASE STUDY

				Empowering Innovation: Revelle Aesthetics Transforms Document Management and Training with TrackWise Digital

				Revelle Aesthetics selected TrackWise Digital to manage its key quality management processes—document management and training management.
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				The Elements of a Successful CAPA Process

				To date, the most widely-used and effective process for ensuring safety and quality management is a closed-loop corrective action and preventive action system (CAPA).
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				The Impact of Digital QMS Solutions on the Life Sciences Industry

				The evolution of cloud-based quality management systems is transforming expectations and changing realities in the life sciences industry. Find out how in our latest newsletter edition.
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				Eisai’s TrackWise Digital Conversion: From On-Premises to the Cloud

				The company continues to automate key quality processes since conversion to TrackWise Digital.
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		In the News


		
						
				Bright Path Laboratories Selects TrackWise Digital QMS and Quartic.ai to Integrate Quality Management and Manufacturing Operations

								August 5, 2020

			

			
				
Bright Path Labs is leveraging TrackWise Digital and Quartic.ai platforms to connect manufacturing insights to QMS for real-time decisions 




HAMILTON, NJ – August 05, 2020 – Sparta Systems, provider of industry-leading Quality Management System (QMS) platforms TrackWise® and TrackWise Digital®, announced today that Bright Path Laboratories, Inc., a leader in continuous-flow reactor technology, has selected TrackWise Digital as their QMS of the future. Bright Path Labs will implement TrackWise Digital’s platform for end-to-end quality management, document management and training management. 




Bright Path Labs will also leverage the strategic partnership between Sparta and Quartic, and the combined capabilities of TrackWise Digital and the Quartic AI and IoT Platform™ to gain tighter data integration between manufacturing operations and quality management. Sparta Systems, Quartic.ai and Bright Path Labs share a vision of connecting real-time manufacturing data and quality decisions. Through the Sparta-Quartic partnership, solutions for product review by exception, real-time deviation identification, and other quality system improvements are being developed for Bright Path Labs and the broader life sciences industry.  




The Bright Path Labs team have created the Spinning Tube-in-Tube (STT®) continuous-flow reactor to be the smallest footprint and highest throughput fast-flow synthesis platform in the industry. Unlike traditional batch manufacturing techniques used in active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) production, BPL’s scalable continuous manufacturing technology is designed to allow for clinical to commercial production of APIs at scale and at a lower cost. 




“We can deploy our AI-QMS-enabled continuous flow reactors wherever they are needed with built-in confidence of high quality, an approach that won us praise from the FDA Emerging Technology Team. In addition to our core mission of making rare, orphan, and children’s medicines, we have also been able to pivot and respond at-scale to help address the wide-spread drug shortages created by the Covid-19 crisis,” said Tony Quinones, CEO of Bright Path Labs. 




“The pioneering technology that Bright Path has developed to solve rare and orphan drug access problems is so critically needed,” said Dana Jones, CEO of Sparta Systems. “Sparta is proud to play a role in helping customers like Bright Path further their mission of making these medicines available while optimizing quality and patient safety. As the first in the industry to introduce purpose-built AI capabilities for quality management, Sparta’s partnership with Quartic provides closer connections between the shop floor and quality teams to help our customers make faster, real-time decisions and support innovations in continuous manufacturing.” 




“Innovative companies like Bright Path Laboratories are entering the pharma industry with AI/ML at the forefront of their technology and business models. Together with Sparta, we are able to go to the next level by creating AI-enabled continuous manufacturing that will also be integrated into the QMS,” said Quartic.ai’s CEO, Rajiv Anand.  

About Bright Path Labs
Bright Path Labs is a pharmaceutical innovation company focused on reducing drug development cycle times and direct scaling of manufacturing processes for drug substance commercialization. The company deploys its cutting-edge, proprietary continuous-flow reactor technology for chemical synthetic route optimization using green chemistry and then offers development, clinical, and high throughput commercial production applications augmented with advanced closed-loop control for continual process verification. 




For more information, visit http://www.BrightPathLabs.com. 




About Quartic.ai
Quartic.ai is a technology company based in Toronto, Ontario, and San Jose, California with a development center in Bengaluru, India. Quartic.ai provides AI enabled solutions specific for life sciences industry to enable pipeline acceleration, tech transfer, Qbd (Quality by Design), CPV (Continued Process Verification), RTR (Real-time-release) and continuous manufacturing. Its flagship product, the Quartic Platform, accelerates the adoption of Industry 4.0 for process manufacturing practitioners to develop and deploy their own AI and IIoT-based solutions. The Quartic Platform was recognized with the 2019 Pharma Innovation Award for Pharma 4.0. 




For more information, contact Quartic.ai at 1-866-QUARTIC or visit http://www.Quartic.ai.
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